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About Privacy International

For over twenty years Privacy International (PI) has vigorously defended the right to privacy. The organization has campaigned across the world to protect people against intrusion by governments and corporations that seek to erode this fragile right. It has worked directly in more than fifty countries and alongside dozens of colleague organizations to raise awareness of a vast spectrum of privacy issues.

The author, Simon Davies, is Privacy International’s founder and director. He is also a Visiting Senior Fellow in the London School of Economics.
Foreword by Joe Jackson

I’m a lucky smoker. I don’t mean because I’m still alive. After all, there are millions of 70 and 80-year-olds still alive, smoking much more than I do.

I don’t mean, either, because I’m getting away with murder. God knows how many people have been subjected to my ‘passive smoke’, but there are well over a billion smokers in the world and not one of them has been prosecuted for killing someone with ‘secondhand’ smoke.

No, what I mean is that I’m comfortably off, self-employed and relatively free. I haven’t been refused a job or sacked for smoking in my own free time. I haven’t been denied insurance or refused a tenancy because I smoke. I haven’t been forbidden to adopt a child, denied medical care, or seen my business ruined by smoking bans. And I haven’t personally been spat at or punched for smoking, although I know people who have.

The sort of thing I have experienced is more along the lines of being invited to a loft party in San Francisco, where booze, marijuana and cocaine flowed freely. When I asked, however, if I could smoke a cigarette, the reaction was as though I’d asked for a pint of warm human blood. Finally our hostess, with a pained expression, said she supposed it would be OK if I did it alone by an open window in a little room at the end of the corridor. Still, many California residents are now forbidden from smoking in their own homes, so - again - I was lucky.

Or consider the time I met up with an old friend in Brisbane, Australia, only to find that we couldn’t smoke and drink anywhere in the city, even outside. A few bars have ‘smoking areas’, about 20 feet away from the other patrons, but you are not allowed to take your drink there with you. But I had a hotel room with a balcony. I would have been fined $250 for smoking in the room, and the evening was chilly, but my friend and I were able to sit
outside with a bottle of vodka and smoke. Even this was not allowed, but we got away with it. You see how lucky I am? Life for me, as a smoker, is merely very annoying, as opposed to sheer hell.

Such sarcastic anger is often wasted on nonsmokers. “What’s the big deal?” they say. Well, the big deal isn’t so much smoking as being treated like dirt and forbidden to enjoy a legal pleasure on private property. And yes, pubs and clubs are private property.

Imagine that for many years you’ve taken your dog to the pub and enjoyed a glass of whisky. Suddenly the dog is illegal, because someone might be allergic to it. Then the whisky is illegal, because the government says spirits are more likely to lead to alcoholism, so you can only have beer – in a plastic glass (which can’t be used as a weapon).

But you can’t have more than two pints because of government targets based on government-defined units of alcohol, and if anyone serves you a third pint it will be captured on CCTV and the pub fined or closed down – if, that is, it hasn’t closed already because half the customers have left in disgust.

So let’s say you leave in disgust and stop by your local fish and chip shop where you are, by decree of the Department of Health, refused salt and vinegar. And, by the way, all these rules apply everywhere: no exceptions, no choice.

So what’s the big deal? You can still have the fish and the chips. You can still have two pints. What are you, a filthy boozer? A fat pig?

I’m being sarcastic again, trying to show how smokers feel. But this kind of fantasy increasingly becomes fact. Drinkers and ‘wrong eaters’ are next in line. It’s already happening. The antismokers are just the vanguard of a movement to extend the power of government into every
corner of our lives, with the justification of something no-
one can be against: ‘health’.

Health authorities and lobby groups, lavishly funded
by governments and pharmaceutical companies, have
accumulated disproportionate power. All sense of
proportion has been lost, too, in their exaggeration
of health risks and their pursuit of dubious ‘targets’
regardless of any damage they do along the way.

They spread fear and intolerance on the basis of the
most atrocious junk science, yet are rarely challenged by
mainstream journalists and politicians. The worst example
of this is the myth that ‘secondhand smoke kills’, which
does not stand up to the slightest scrutiny, but which
certainly gives people an officially-approved license to
bully and hate.

Antismokers have attacked freedom, choice, civil
rights, property rights, business, social life and culture,
and played a pioneering role in a major expansion of
government power into private life.

These are some of the things that this much-needed
report by Privacy International, a leading advocate of
personal privacy, seeks to address. Please read it, because
they are things that affect everyone. As smokers have been
saying for years, we really are standing on a very slippery
slope.

Joe Jackson
Musician and writer
June 2011
Executive summary

A trend has emerged internationally which is leading to outright discrimination and persecution of smokers. Legislation enacted for the protection of public health is being exploited to create a range of intrusions that were never intended even by the most ardent supporters of tobacco regulation.

Encroachment into the home and family life of smokers has in some instances become blatant and intrusive, with local authorities, health bodies and housing associations adopting policy measures that restrict the right of people to act freely in their own home and vehicle.

The extent of surveillance of smokers by authorities has sharply increased with the use of tracking and surveillance equipment to monitor the activities and movements of smokers.

Employers are routinely and unfairly discriminating against staff who smoke, and are engaging tactics that are based on harassment and intimidation.

Evidence-based policy that nurtures fairness and equality has been sacrificed in many aspects of tobacco policy. Tolerance is being replaced by a zeal for recrimination.

Smokers increasingly face discrimination and persecution, even when their actions are calculated to create the minimum impact on the lives of other people.
Introduction

This paper has been prepared by a team led by Simon Davies of Privacy International at the request of Forest, the UK smokers’ rights group. Forest has also contributed to the cost of the research, for which we are grateful.

The research does not address the health aspects of tobacco smoking, nor does it ‘take sides’ on what has become a controversial aspect of public policy management. Instead the paper focuses on the privacy and civil liberties implications arising from the regulation of tobacco use globally.

The publication of the report is timely. Although tobacco regulation in the modern era is relatively recent, enough time has elapsed to determine some key trends and implications. One of those trends is the surveillance and control of tobacco smokers, with all the consequent risks to privacy and rights. The almost unrestricted use of drug testing kits for nicotine, routine tracking of smokers by way of pubic camera networks, infiltration of social network profiles, banning images of smoking in films and establishing whistleblower and reporting hotlines are signs that a foundation has been established to institutionalise smokers as low grade criminals.

Whatever specific position is taken on tobacco regulation (or indeed any other issue), an evidence-based approach is crucial when assessing the effect of public policy. Privacy and rights advocates frequently apply neutral analysis when dealing with laws relating to national security, counter-terrorism, police powers and reforms to the criminal justice system.1 This doesn’t mean that those analysing the measures are opposed to the aims of such reforms. On the contrary, it is often the case that an evidence-based audit of such powers can improve both the effectiveness and public trust in those objectives. The same applies in the realm of tobacco regulation.
The health risks associated with smoking are accepted by the authors of this report and by the supporting organisation. We also acknowledge that governments and other authorities have a role to play educating people, children especially, about those risks. However several centuries of substance regulation show that careless regulation can create severe consequences in terms of the impact on individuals. In establishing regulation, governments must strive to avoid an unintended own goal that invites negative and damaging consequences. We have sought in this paper to identify such consequences and we invite government to reflect on them.

In some senses this paper is an early-warning report. While the fear and persecution that characterised previous substance prohibition is not yet generally evident in the realm of tobacco control, there are danger signs that without care the next decade could witness injustices on a substantial scale. As we establish in this report, there is already adequate evidence that in some environments smokers are regarded as social pariahs who deserve no rights. If smokers start to perceive themselves this way then the path will be cleared for a repeat of the worst errors made in previous attempts to prohibit the use of substances. As with previous prohibitions, regulation moves quickly from a public health mechanism to an assault on the individual.

Simon Davies
Privacy International
June 2011
Regulation, privacy and rights

For centuries - and certainly since the time of John Stuart Mill - there has been widely explored association between personal liberty and state restrictions. This relationship has been articulated in debates on regulation of behaviours and lifestyle choices, particularly with tobacco and other substances.

This paper acknowledges the importance of the freedom debate but is not concerned with its dynamics. These have already been thoroughly debated. Instead, the authors will make a contribution to the ongoing dialogue by introducing fresh material.

We are however concerned with the freedom issue to the extent that it provides a frame of reference for this paper. On free speech, for example, a freedom asserted by one person can be countered by another’s demand not to feel hurt, offended or threatened by such expression. A complex legal framework has emerged to cope with such differences. Similarly, while it can be asserted that there is a right to smoke, others can argue that they have a right not to be hurt, offended or threatened by the activity. A similarly complex process needs to be observed to respond to such conflicts. Sadly, with tobacco regulation, this is not always the case.

The intention of this paper is to identify where the genuine interest of diminishing the health risks associated with smoking are being exploited, abused or enforced by invasive and intrusive measures. Whether those measures are justified is a matter for the public and legislators to determine. As a privacy advocate, I believe the line has been crossed.

We do accept that any free society must respect the rights of the individual. The smoking debate is often characterised as a clash between the rights of smokers versus the rights of non-smokers. This is usually a false
dichotomy and is no more valid than a debate over police powers being characterised as a clash between criminality and crime prevention. A free society offers the possibility of creating solutions that satisfy civil liberties while achieving most public policy objectives.\(^4\)

It is in the nature of control that rules must be buttressed through enforcement and that enforcement must be supported by intelligence gathering. This is even more the case with controversial regulations. It is often the case that laws created to limit smoking evolve promptly to impose further constraint such as limitations on imagery or free speech.

To offer a practical example, in some environments where smoking is banned, staff members are instructed to report any suspicion of wrongdoing. Fines and penalties are instituted and transgression is elevated to a disciplinary offence. Technological detection measures are implemented. Whistle-blower and informer hotlines are established and evidence is systematically gathered on suspects. This domino effect can and does lead to unwarranted and unacceptable levels of surveillance and intrusion.\(^5\)

The creation of controls leads inevitably to the institution of surveillance. That is the key reason why privacy is now the most endangered and precarious of all civil liberties.\(^6\) At the heart of this great increase in control is a desire for safety – safety from crime, safety from ill health, safety from ‘bad’ people.

The combined effect of such control is a push to denormalize some aspects of human behaviour with the intention of promoting ‘good’ and socially responsible conduct. Deviants are identified and penalised in myriad ways never before imagined. With escalating regulation, deviation is increasingly probable, and with increasing surveillance deviation is easier to detect. In some respects, a shrinking ‘zone of normality’ has been constructed.
Individuals may step outside this domain, but they will be more vulnerable, exposed and observed than ever before. Such is the case with smoking restrictions, as this paper will outline.

From the perspective of population management, at least some of these impositions superficially make sense. From the perspective of individual rights, they can spell disaster. Denormalisation requires vast buttressing by legal enforcement. This is already taking place. The number of people who each year are restrained or disciplined by legal, administrative and judicial mechanisms is many times greater than twenty years ago. Legislation regulating conduct in public has substantially increased in the same period. The requirement for ‘permission’ to initiate group activities has soared. It can now be argued that individual freedom is no longer conditioned by what is expressly prohibited in law, but instead is circumscribed by what the law expressly permits.

It is within these complex conditions that the global sweep of tobacco smoking restrictions are evolving. It is one thing to dismiss the implications and argue that smokers can twist in the wind. It is quite another to take a more sensitive view that smokers too have rights and that those rights must be respected by the state, by employers and by fellow citizens. Impositions must be considered within a framework of competing views and interests, and this essential equation is often overlooked.

Yes, governments have a responsibility to protect their citizens, but the imposition of hurt or hardship or the curtailment of rights is seldom within their gift unless there is overwhelming evidence that no other course of action was possible. In the arena of tobacco regulation it is too often the case that governments seek to prove a point rather than finding the best possible solution that preserves rights, health and dignity. One wonders what good can come, for example, of forcing smokers in Nairobi to stand in the middle of a busy road,
requiring smokers at Edmonton Airport to stand outside in temperatures of -20°C or banning smoking throughout the entirety of a large public park. Whose interest does this serve?

Do the ends justify the means? Is the curtailment of the rights of smokers justified by the goals of public health reform? As with all such dilemmas the answers are not simple, but nor can they be dismissed on the basis of simplistic reasoning. The bottom line is that the evidence outlined in this paper clearly shows that in some instances authorities have crossed the line on what is fair and reasonable in a free society.

Legislators are not particularly enthused at the prospect of having their proposals risk assessed, but in the case of tobacco regulation a risk assessment is always necessary but is seldom undertaken.

**Smoking regulation: a brief history**

Although restrictions on tobacco smoking have been implemented since the 16th century, such regulations were sporadic and often temporary. It was only in the 20th century that governments started to impose a more harmonised style of regulation based at least in part on clear public policy objectives rather than the prejudices of particular pontiffs or monarchs that motivated previous restrictions.

The first national smoking ban in modern times was imposed by the Nazi party in Germany between 1939 and 1943. The bans prohibited smoking in all public transport, public buildings and Nazi party offices. Restrictions on advertising and smoking in public were also progressively implemented until the demise of the regime.

While the bans were inspired on health grounds, they degenerated into a justification based on racism. The
Nazi party had used the cutting-edge health research at the time to instigate restrictions, but later found that racist messaging could be engineered into propaganda supporting the laws.

Almost thirty years passed before the current trend of smoking restrictions began. Starting in the British Crown dependency of Jersey in 1973, restrictions were slowly adopted worldwide.\textsuperscript{11} The US state of Minnesota followed in 1975, followed by a rapidly growing number of states and countries that implemented bans of smoking in public places. Now almost a hundred countries have adopted regulations restricting the smoking of tobacco.

In some cases bans have been repealed\textsuperscript{12} while others have been scaled back. In the vast majority of cases however—regardless of their effectiveness or acceptance—laws have been retained and usually extended.

**Ambit of regulation**

The majority of laws are justified on the grounds of public health, though some are legislatively based on employee safety, child safety or workplace safety. The vast majority impose a ban on smoking in public (government run) buildings and public transport, and most create restrictions on smoking in public areas such as bars and restaurants.

However the scope of these laws is substantial, and encompasses a wide spectrum of circumstances.

An analysis of laws in these countries shows a trend to progressively tightening restrictions. For example in Armenia, Australia and Israel laws that initially banned smoking in public buildings were then extended in subsequent years to include such spaces as hotel rooms, bars, sporting venues and restaurants. Many, including the US and Japan, began pushing the limits of these laws to the extent that smoking in homes or on the street has been banned.\textsuperscript{13}
A second important trend is the development of punitive legislation to buttress previously unenforceable bans. In Israel for example the 1983 laws that were widely ignored were reinforced by legislation in 2007 that made venue owners personally liable for enforcing the restrictions.

However the most restrictive conditions are seldom reflected in national laws. Municipalities and local government have imposed some of the most far reaching and intrusive regulations, including outright restrictions on smoking across entire cities.

**Seven key areas of concern**

**An increase in non-statutory penalties and controls**

Increasingly, bodies such as housing authorities, residents associations and local councils have imposed a widening spectrum of prohibitions on smoking activities. Private sector organisations such as train companies are also now imposing fines for smoking, even where there appears to be no legal basis for such action.\(^\text{14}\)

**An extensive widening of the scope for imposing restrictions**

Where at one time the main focus for control of smoking was the act of lighting up in a public place, impositions are now created for related activities such as portraying the images of smoking or displaying cigarettes in a semi-public place such as a shop.\(^\text{15}\) Employment contracts also prohibit smoking in a range of circumstances based on reputation aspects rather than health.
A shift toward ‘people’s policing’ of smoking

In many countries there has been a sharp increase in reporting techniques such as hotlines and anonymous tip-off facilities. Whistleblower legislation also now protects staff who report violations of smoking restrictions, while authorities encourage the disclosure of information on smoking violations.\textsuperscript{16}

A shift from an evidence-based approach to a morality-based approach

An analysis of parliamentary and local council debates over the past ten years shows a decrease in interest in the production of evidence to support increased restrictions. Controls through legislation tend to be imposed on the basis of a sweeping moral argument that the ends justify the means.

An increase in surveillance of smokers

Once a substance has become a public health issue the floodgates are opened at a number of levels for surveillance of smokers. This activity can be undertaken by employers, health authorities, the insurance industry, family or neighbours. The legislative initiative taken by the state is regarded (sometimes in law) as a mandate to conduct such surveillance.

A sharp increase in cases of discrimination

As complaints to Privacy International exemplify, there is concern that employers and private sector organisations feel they have been handed the high ground to unfairly discriminate against smokers, even to the extent of constructive dismissal or intrusive surveillance (see section below).
A drift from public health protection to demonization

As with almost all substance regulation, tobacco control moves in a short space of time from a cautiously balanced set of limitations to a prohibitionist trend energised by hatred or fear of the substance itself. The result is that reason can easily give way to emotion, spurring impositions that fuel suspicion and condemnation. This trend results in increasing instances of discrimination and even outright hostility. Open season can effectively be declared on smokers, regardless of how sensitive is their use of tobacco.

Problem statement

It is clear that the state has a duty to take action to protect public health and to minimise harm. This duty is generally understood. The problem however in setting leadership through legislation is that ‘gaps’ are constantly identified and pressure increasingly is applied to fill those gaps. A law that partially bans smoking (say, in certain public places) sets up the question of why further restrictions should not apply. After all, it is argued, if legislation is passed on the grounds of public health, surely legislators should go all the way.

Public health protection enjoys substantial exemption in human rights law, and the pressure on governments to constantly extend restrictions can become irresistible. There is a strong parallel with police powers in that the police will often use the ‘gap’ argument to lobby for seamless powers across a wide spectrum of potential situations. The same rationale is often applied to national security, child protection, and health and safety.

The key question that needs to be resolved is the extent to which tobacco regulation should follow such a seamless approach. Constitutional limitations apply to such trends
for good reason. Freedoms and rights often reside in the gaps within control legislation. Extending the existing regime of controls can result not only in the carnage of rights, but can also bring legislation into disrepute.

It follows that an equation should be found that satisfies not only the state’s desire to show health leadership but which also protects the rights of smokers. State leadership cannot be interpreted infinitely but should be seen as a targeted and rational mechanism to improve health and to educate the public.

**The contagion effect**

One of the most notable and enduring aspects of substance regulation over the past century has been a tendency to create multiple levels of isolation of the commodity in question. This syndrome is not confined to tobacco regulation, but has applied in recent history to almost every psychoactive substance, including alcohol. The consequences for the individual in such cases can be instructive in understanding the potential unintended consequences of tobacco regulation.

The most relevant element of previous attempts at substance regulation is the extent to which mass surveillance and intrusive surveillance of users and suspected users became commonplace. Marijuana use in the 1960s and 1970s provoked such a reaction in some communities. While that condition for tobacco use is still relatively rare, it is important to recognise the trends in order to predict whether tobacco may go down this road.

The contagion effect occurs when norms or laws create additional degrees of separation between the substance and the user. Advertising, promotion and even visibility of the commodity are banned. (In the case of tobacco, moves to impose under the counter storage in retail stores comes to mind.) Paraphernalia are also banned. In some cases positive images of the substance are regarded as
subversive and are eventually made unlawful. This latter condition has been applied to tobacco through a number of legislative bans on scenes of smoking in films. Even activities that are associated with a substance can be subject to prohibition. This trend can be seen in countries where the smoking of herbs and water pipes is included in tobacco regulation.²⁰

As these trends emerge, association with the substance or its users becomes socially unacceptable. Those who associate with users are made the subject of negative public campaigns. The substance itself is progressively linked to criminality, personal devastation and immorality.²¹ Such was the case with opium, and then cocaine in the 1930s.

Finally, as reason yields to myth, concepts such as the ‘gateway effect’ become popular wisdom. At this point the substance itself takes on the guise of a malevolent force that is capable of corrupting virtue. Citizens are encouraged to take it upon themselves to police use of the substance, resulting in widespread hatred, suspicion and unlawful actions, often of a vigilante nature.

While it may seem far-fetched to imagine that tobacco has achieved these conditions (evidenced, for example, by the prohibition of alcohol in the USA or anxiety over heroin in subsequent decades), the foundations of such trends are well and truly in place in many parts of the world. In some countries restrictions on tobacco equate with major illegal drugs, bringing with it substantial law enforcement powers. New laws in Trinidad, for example, provide for imprisonment for up to six months for smoking in a prohibited area.²²

These conditions create a blueprint for continuing limitations on the rights and privacy of tobacco smokers.
Leadership without sensitivity

One of the gravest risks to liberty and rights occurs when government signals open season on smokers and permits uncontrolled intrusion to occur in the name of public health protection. In such instances government will set out a national framework of minimum requirements, but rarely will it create limitations on excessive controls that may be imposed by lower bodies. Such is the case with the Health Act 2006 in the UK.\textsuperscript{23}

There are countless such instances where restrictions on smoking are occurring without limitation, and where the resulting rules are both disproportionate and unfair. It is worth exploring some real-world examples.

The FAST National University in Lahore, Pakistan, occupies a swathe of open ground and sparsely scattered buildings. Long roads and green fields create a spacious environment for the bustling institution. Here, at least 20 per cent of people are regular smokers.\textsuperscript{24}

Despite the high incidence of the habit, the university decided to implement a smoking ban, not just in enclosed areas of the university, but across the entire precinct. Even in wide open spaces, far from any habitation, smoking is banned, forcing smokers to travel long distances to indulge, often in terrible weather conditions. The university authorities justified this policy on the basis that an example must be set, and a partial ban would be hypocritical.

Hardship was an unavoidable consequence of wanting to smoke. In a country that struggles daily to achieve a balance of rights and responsibilities, the restrictions are seen by many staff and students as unfair, yet university staff are instructed to hunt for transgressors. Violation of the prohibition can have devastating consequences for students, many of whom are already facing high stress levels in their studies.\textsuperscript{25}
A similar motive created the outright ban on smoking at Hong Kong University. That institution sprawls across a steep mountainside, making travel from one side to the other extremely difficult. And yet, despite the Herculean effort required to walk to the far precinct of the institution, no arrangement was made to permit smoking even in a single designated zone within the university. The ban was seen as unnecessarily harsh, and staff and students routinely flout it. We heard of one disabled veteran academic who, rather than face the ordeal of constant travel, resigned from the university.

Both bans highlight the dangers of asserting moral leadership at any cost. The initiative becomes unwieldy and quickly falls into disrepute. An example could have been set without the need to impose hardship, but in neither case did the authorities intend to compromise. Hence the rules, instead of being motivational, were seen as unnecessary, unfair and were therefore despised.

The UK government too endeavoured to set a moral lead in its 2006 tobacco control legislation. The aim of the then health minister was to take a principled position that smoking was not a generally acceptable behaviour and that the state, wherever possible, would not tolerate it. Parliament was not universally behind this position. A 2006 report by the House of Lords Economic Affairs Committee condemned the position taken by the government, arguing that it was unnecessary.26

A decision was taken, albeit controversially, in Cabinet to permit as few exemptions as possible. The home was the most obvious of these, as was smoking in an open public street. However most populated environs were subject to the ban, including public buildings, workplaces, transportation, pubs and restaurants and even in some circumstances, private vehicles. One general rule that permeated the restrictions was the limitation of smoking in an enclosed or ‘substantially enclosed’ space.
This ‘leadership’ soon gave carte blanche to private entities to establish their own high ground. Smoking was soon banned on open train platforms, parks and open-air sport facilities. Many institutions took it upon themselves to use the new law as a justification for a limitless extension of the ban even to areas where smoking could not possibly affect non-smokers. CCTV is used routinely to enforce these rules, with operators following smokers with the use of multiple cameras.

As the unfairness and lack of proportionality of the new restrictions became apparent, further surveillance was required to enforce the bans. One park warden in Surrey told Privacy International that he had been instructed to fine smokers even if they were alone in a park and were not littering.

Worldwide, reasoned arguments by councillors to provide a small smoking zone in a large public space are generally ignored. Rail commuters facing long delays on the network have complained to rail companies that the outright ban on smoking on platforms is simply unfair. And yet all train company staff are instructed to monitor passengers and take immediate action against smoking even if the activity is on the far end of the platform a hundred feet from any other passenger.

And while national legislation does not specifically ban smoking on open streets, it does not prevent local councils from doing so. While street bans are relatively rare, councils have taken a back door approach by tasking their officers to monitor how smokers dispose of their butts. It has also been reported to Privacy International that staff in some CCTV control rooms (Bromley and Camden for example) are instructed to use cameras to follow smokers to determine where they dispose of their butts, and then to alert community support officers if they are disposed anywhere other than a bin. The key dilemma here is that many smokers are reluctant to put a butt in a bin for fear of causing a fire. However councils generally will
not provide facilities to dispose of butts, and yet smokers are routinely given on the spot fines for dropping their cigarettes into the street gutters. This extension of power to penalise smokers is again seen as grossly unfair by many who would use cigarette bins if they were provided.

In 2010 a Nottingham man who had gone to the trouble of dropping his butt down a drain was given a fine. The penalty was later overturned by magistrates who concluded that it had no legal basis. Cash-strapped councils are seeing smokers as a potential source of revenue. A Black Country pensioner was handed a £75 penalty for merely dropping ash onto the pavement.

Surveillance of smokers has reached the point where several local authorities were found to be using anti-terrorist powers to covertly enforce smoking bans.

Increasingly, smokers are required to produce identity documents at retail outlets. Some UK cities and outlets, such as Blackpool and Tesco, have embraced the Challenge 30 campaign in which anyone who looks under the age of thirty must provide identity before being allowed to purchase cigarettes. This is a recent extension of the Challenge 21 and Challenge 25 campaigns. There are numerous accounts of people near the age of 40 who have been required to show ID. Rights advocates correctly argue that the requirement to disclose identity should be confined to circumstances of necessity, not whim.

The unnecessary and disproportionate identification, monitoring, tracking and penalising of smokers is in part a repercussions of the creation of unfair regulations. That a national government has nurtured such a situation does no credit to genuine efforts to promote better public health.
Societal trends reflected in day-to-day life

Privacy International receives thousands of complaints each year from members of the public throughout the world. Increasingly, the number of smoking-related complaints reflects a concern about persecution of smokers and surveillance of their activities. Part of the motivation for writing this report stems from these complaints.

While tobacco related complaints constitute a small fraction of the overall number received by PI, they are increasing in comparison to cannabis-related complaints. Importantly, they represent a valid concern that some people believe open season has been declared on smokers and that their privacy is being unjustifiably compromised.

The anxiety being expressed to PI often involves overzealous employers or colleagues. One woman in the UK working at a hairdresser’s complained that she was hounded out of her job because of constant harassment by work colleagues. She had a cigarette during breaks, but was lambasted as a “risk to the reputation of the company”. Her supervisor contacted the woman’s mother and children to find out how much the employee smoked at home and a camera was installed in the outside area of the premises to monitor her smoking.

Another woman from Scotland complained of constructive dismissal following her supervisor’s tactic of setting up a disco light and electric foghorn that were activated whenever she went for a cigarette break. Her non-smoking workmates joined in this ‘fun’ with a variety of techniques, but the woman was unable to cope with the humiliation and resigned.

Perhaps the most absurd example of stupidity and discrimination in the workplace came from a long distance truck driver working the London-Edinburgh run. The man, a contractor, drove the return route as a sole driver twice
a week. The company he worked for demanded that he refrain from smoking in the cab. The basis of this demand was that a non-smoker had to check the odometer each week. When the driver pointed out the idiocy of this demand and protested that not a trace of smoke could be detected in the cab (he stopped smoking two hours before the completion of the journey and kept the windows open), his contract was terminated. Self-employed trades people have been fined for smoking in their own vehicles, even when no other person is present.\textsuperscript{35}

The problem of harassment, unfairness and discrimination goes beyond the workplace. Another complainant, a university student, said security at his local nightclub had become so obsessed by the smoking ban that anyone found with cigarettes was given a full body search, because – as one manager explained – “people who smoke probably do drugs”. The Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) has expressed a similar and largely unfounded justification for increased road surveillance on the basis that drivers of defective cars are more likely to be criminals. When the complainant approached East Sussex police to raise concern about the body search policy he was told that the club was within its rights to make such judgments.

A teenager from Denmark contacted PI in 2009 to complain that his parents had installed covert visual and audio surveillance equipment in the balcony of his room to find out if he was smoking. Such equipment is freely available in many countries. Schools across Europe have been reported to national data protection regulators for setting up cameras in toilet areas ostensibly to catch smokers. PI has received many similar complaints in the past, but these have related to concerns over the use of illegal drugs.

Such instances reflect the unfortunate situation that limitations of national smoking laws are rarely reflected in the reality of people’s day-to-day lives. Legislators may
believe they are setting an example through such laws, but this sort of signal creates a chain of events that cannot easily be controlled.

Writing in the Sunday Times, Jeremy Clarkson observed:

The smoking ban, then, has had a devastating effect, not just on pubs and clubs — which are closing at the rate of one every four hours — but on society, which has now become divisive and bitter.36

The division and bitterness Clarkson refers to is reflected in the countless instances of everyday discrimination and control faced by smokers.

Consider the case of ‘Anna’, a 21-year-old IT student at a UK college. Anna lived with her parents, along with a younger brother. The parents had been traumatised when they discovered that the boy had been experimenting with tobacco smoking with his friends. Both former smokers, the parents took it upon themselves to establish a testing regime in the house. At least once a week they would subject both the daughter and the son to a hair follicle nicotine test. Anna felt humiliated by this treatment and after numerous rows with the parents left to live with university friends. Her brother, then 17, soon joined her.

Anna, when speaking to Privacy International about the incident, could not understand why the parents had become so obsessed, and why they were so dogmatic about the use of the nicotine tests. She did however observe that the parents – perhaps ironically – saw the issue as a matter of trust.

A union official contacted PI in 2009 to complain that his members had been subjected to random nicotine tests “for no good reason whatever”. The employer, a white goods manufacturer, merely stated that the tests were permitted under the terms of the employment contract.
The trades union suspected the policy came down purely
to a matter of dislike of smokers by senior management.
At the time of writing the union was still seeking legal
advice on the matter.

There also appears to be an early trend of insurance
companies checking out social networking profiles of
health insurance applicants to see whether photographs
exist of the applicant smoking. A Californian man
complained recently that an insurance company with
which he had sought a policy had hunted down his
Facebook profile and found a picture of him smoking
at a party, despite him stating in the policy application
that he had not smoked in three years. Even though the
photo was undated, the company demanded the original
image as evidence of the date it was taken. When the man
refused on the grounds of principle, the policy application
was denied.

Scrutiny of social networking profiles has become
standard practice amongst employers. A 2009 study
revealed that 45 per cent of employers checked the
Facebook profiles of applicants, resulting in 35 per cent
of applicants being rejected.37 This trend has not been
paralleled so enthusiastically by the insurance or the
health industries, but anecdotal evidence suggests that
companies are eager to use social networking sites as
a method of scrutiny. The NHS is already automatically
tracking Facebook and Google activity.38

**Intrusion into the home**

Any claim that the home will always be the domain of
free choice for smokers is unfounded. Increasingly, public
authorities are moving to impose restrictions on smoking
in the home in a variety of circumstances. Legislation
passed in the US in recent years shows the following
trend:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Justification</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isolation of government staff and contractors</td>
<td>Ban in force while workers are present in the home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-divorce visiting settlements</td>
<td>Ban in force during children’s visits to parents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolation of foster children</td>
<td>Full ban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolation of children under care or with health issues or special needs</td>
<td>Full ban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolation of all children</td>
<td>Full ban proposed by health advisers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolation of neighbours in surrounding houses</td>
<td>Full ban where an adjoining wall or floor exists with another property</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ban on smoking in the home when public sector workers are present is becoming more popular amongst local councils and authorities. The London borough of Sutton began moves to introduce such a ban in 2007, though it was met with strong resistance within the council. Sutton then went a step further by enforcing a ban on smoking from anywhere in or near council buildings and council vehicles, car parks and parks. The policy also puts a stop to cigarette breaks and forbids employees smoking anywhere in public while wearing the council symbol or identity badge. According to Sutton’s proposed policy, if householders insist on smoking, the staff will refuse to enter and tenants could lose access to council services. Other councils announced they would take a more ‘softly softly’ approach based on the principle of asking tenants to refrain from smoking, though pressure from chief medical officers is mounting to create nationwide bans.

From 2004 the US began introducing state-level bans on smoking around children in the home. This has applied in particular to foster children and children visiting parents.
as part of a court order. There has generally been strong resistance to outright bans on smoking around children in the home. However, the more interesting trend has been one spearheaded by a number of cities in California, which imposes a total ban on home smoking on the basis of smoke drift to neighbouring properties. The town of Belmont for example passed a law in 2007 prohibiting home smoking where there was an adjacent floor or ceiling to another property. The New York Times reported:

Public health advocates are closely watching to see what happens with Belmont, seeing it as a new front in their national battle against tobacco, one that seeks to place limits on smoking in buildings where tenants share walls, ceilings and — by their logic — air. Not surprisingly, habitually health-conscious California has been ahead of the curve on the issue, with several other cities passing bans on smoking in most units in privately owned apartment buildings, but none has gone as far as Belmont, which prohibits smoking in any apartment that shares a floor or ceiling with another, including condominiums.

As with many other cities worldwide, the authorities had established a city-wide smoke-free zone. In the case of Belmont smoking was banned anywhere in the city except in detached homes and yards, streets and some sidewalks, and designated smoking areas outside. Other states have followed suit, most recently in Illinois where public housing authorities in some areas have now banned smoking in private apartments.

Discussion points

The home is afforded specific protection under international conventions. There are strong historical, cultural and legal foundations for this situation, often expressed as the right of the individual to enjoy less
restricted right of expression that might otherwise apply in public.

Article 12 of the Universal Declaration on Human Rights for example states:

No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks.

Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights establishes:

Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and his correspondence.

These and many other legal instruments provide a foundation for considering the extent to which the state can impose restrictions on activities in the home.

These protections have a strong historical foundation. It is not necessary to go back to early Biblical times to discover the significance that was placed by societies on intrusion into the domestic space. Cicero observed, “What more sacred, what more strongly guarded by every holy feeling, than a man's own home”, while Pitt the Elder in 1763 summarised popular feeling in the words, “The poorest man may in his cottage bid defiance to all the forces of the crown. It may be frail - its roof may shake - the wind may blow through it - the storm may enter - the rain may enter - but the King of England cannot enter.”

Courts are however given wide discretion to provide exceptions to the protections. The ECHR Article 8 principle for example provides that:

There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of this right except
such as is in accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national security, public safety or the economic well-being of the country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.

However after many years of case law on the subject it has been established that a number of tests must be satisfied to justify invasion into privacy of the home. While particularly in Europe exemptions can be made for protection of the health or wellbeing of others, states cannot merely pass laws without regard to a number of conditions.

Amongst the most important of these are ‘proportionality’ and ‘necessity’. These tests also apply to other areas of privacy invasion. Authorities need to consider whether the measures being adopted are essential and whether their objectives could be achieved through less invasive or restrictive approaches.

Such considerations must be weighed even more carefully as smoking is restricted in an increasing number of environments. If the state is to reap revenue from tobacco, there is historically a limited amount it can do to restrict its use. And while the state has a duty to protect the health of citizens, it must also balance these obligations with the rights of people who contribute to that revenue.

Contemplating the future

Societies usually compromise their freedoms not through a single act of ruthlessness, but by a series of well-meaning but uncompromising actions in the name of the common good. Those same societies can lose their humanity by expediting action against ‘enemies’ of the common good by creating exceptions and exemptions from long-standing principles of due process and good governance.
In a similar vein, pragmatic ‘fast track’ solutions to achieving public health reforms can, without care, strike at the heart of the principles that underpin a free society. The goal of evidence-based policy that nurtures fairness and equality has been sacrificed in many aspects of tobacco policy. Instead, an ‘ends justify the means’ philosophy has taken hold of policy makers. A zero sum game in which loss of rights can be traded off against anticipated health benefits has become common practice throughout the world.

The risk to the individual cannot be overstated. As with many other common good positions against the use of other substances, fairness has been replaced by principle. This principle is advanced as a self-evident truth that frequently evades the scrutiny to which other aspects of public policy are subjected.

In the introduction to this report we stated: “The health risks associated with smoking are accepted by the authors of this report and by the supporting organisation. We also acknowledge that governments and other authorities have a role to play educating people, children especially, about those risks”. It is worth restating that position now in the light of all that has been written here. We are not opposed to measures that will protect public health; we are concerned about policies that unthinkingly claim to do so at the reckless expense of freedoms.

This report has set out numerous examples of how a disregard for rights can create a profound effect on individuals and relationships. History provides a clear lesson that once logic and due process is abandoned then the floodgates for intrusion and unfairness are flung open. In most parts of the world the worst elements of this intrusion have not yet occurred, but it is clear that the risk is imminent.

Without care, the future for many smokers will be characterised by discrimination and persecution, even
when their actions are calculated to create the minimum impact on the lives of other people. Tolerance may be replaced by a zeal for recrimination. Such are the risks when the principle of freedom is replaced by the principle of pragmatism.

This report provides clear evidence that a trend is emerging toward discriminatory action being taken not only by national governments, but also by individuals, families, employers, businesses and local authorities. Indeed it can be argued that as control over smoking is devolved and delegated across society, the risk to rights increases.

It is not inconceivable that within a decade anyone suspected of being a smoker may be routinely subjected to polygraph testing, psychometric examination or third-party investigation. Such is already occurring. The right to employment has already been compromised, as has smoking in some home environments. In the future smokers may face a choice between secrecy and social exclusion. Social organisations, landlords, service providers and employers may themselves be deemed irresponsible if they fail to pursue an exclusion policy.

The solution to this dystopia is not to withdraw from genuine efforts to deliver improved public health but to ensure that the measures adopted by government are tempered with reason and common sense. For all of us, smokers and non-smokers alike, the warning of US justice Louis Brandeis should never be far from our conscious mind: “The greatest dangers to liberty lurk in insidious encroachment by men of zeal, well-meaning but without understanding”.

Civil Liberties: Up In Smoke
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